
SIRIS

IT’S NO LONGER A MATTER 
OF “IF,” BUT “WHEN” A 
REAL WORLD THREAT 
WILL COMPROMISE YOUR 
BUSINESS DATA. WILL 
YOU BE READY?

“

What Does Continuity Mean For Your Business?

Imagine you are a medical practice that can’t book appointments because your 
server is down. How long could this business be down before it starts to “hurt” 
patients? Imagine you are a law firm that needs specific case files, but whose 
files were recently “locked up” by the Cryptolocker virus. Imagine you are a retail 
business that needs to process hundreds of transactions a day, but your point of 
sale system was damaged in an electrical storm, and you can’t process and record 
transactions. How will you stay in business? What will you do? 
 
Now imagine getting it all back in a matter of seconds. Your business is running, 
and you’re back to making business decisions.

It’s no longer a matter of “if,” but “when” a real world threat will compromise your 
business data. Between natural disasters, viruses, user error, and ransomware like 
”cryptolocker,” these threats are becoming ever-present.

Business Continuity Made For Your Business

No matter how complex your IT environment may be, business continuity should 
be simple, fast, and fail-safe. It should work when you need it to – in an instant’s 
notice – locally in your office or from an off-site location. It should prove itself day 
in and day out on your schedule.

Datto SIRIS is a robust business continuity solution that brings together state of 
the art hardware with a secure cloud storage capability.

The result is a comprehensive backup, recovery, and business continuity solution 
that gets your business up and running instantly in the event you can’t access your 
data or systems. 
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SIRIS

 



End-to-end business 
continuity for IT 
environments 

Backup your data as 
frequently as every 
5 minutes 

Restore entire servers  
in minutes, not hours  
or days 

Both local and cloud 
options for data recovery 

Mitigate compliance and 
regulatory concerns 

Managed entirely by  
your service provider

SIRIS
PLATFORM

With a SIRIS You Get Total Data Protection

SIRIS combines the most important elements of data protection into a single 
fully integrated package: backup capture and verification, backup restore, and a 
complete virtual host for business continuity.

• Leverage award winning core technologies

Easily protect your IT infrastructure without the need for multiple tools. 
Backup your data, including your operating systems and applications from 
Windows or Linux, and files and folders from your Mac automatically to a local 
device with copies in our secure cloud storage environment.

• Recover critical data quickly

Should you experience a server failure, the SIRIS can have your Windows or 
Linux environment and data recreated in minutes from the local device or the 
Datto Cloud, and have your Mac files and folders recovered just as quickly.

• Proof that your backup was successful

Visual proof in the form of a screenshot and service verification gives you 
peace of mind that your data has been successfully backed up.

• Compare backup points

Now you never need to guess when data was deleted, added, or modified. You 
can know what changed and when – in a matter of minutes.

What Do You Get With Datto?

• Data Protection on Premises and in the Datto Cloud

Every image-based snapshot of your system is stored both locally and in 
secure, purpose-built data centers using Datto technology. This means no 
third-party cloud providers are involved in the safety of your data.

• Built for Quality

All Datto business continuity products are designed and assembled in 
Datto’s build facilities in Monroe, CT by a highly trained team using the 
best components on the market. Each device is assembled to our exacting 
standards with extreme attention to detail.

• An Award-Winning Industry Leader

Award-winning technology and innovative new solutions from a team that 
prides itself on building a better business continuity solution day in and day 
out. Datto has been recognized for its ingenuity by The Atlantic, Forbes, Fast 
Company, Bloomberg Business, and The New York Times.
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